The Dolgans and Their Mammoths
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belong to the North dery. The Dolgans’ only musical instrument
Asiatic group of the is the jaw harp.
Mongolian race.
Originally, the Dolgans were shamanistic.
Currently, the Dol- They believed that the shamans could guard
gans inhabit the east- them against evil spirits, called abaasy, who
ern territories of the were thought to cause sickness by entering a
Taymyr Peninsula (see person's body and gradually devouring the
map) where they typi- individual’s soul. Other benevolent spirits,
cally experience se- called ayy, were thought to dwell in oddvere winter conditions shaped stones or antlers.
with -60°C temperaAlthough their adopted Christian faith
tures and winds of 120 continues to combine old animistic beliefs
km per hour. Anec- with today's holiday traditions, the Dolgans
dotally, Oimyakon in still follow the Evenk calendar which is dithe neighboring ter- vided into fours seasons with 13 Bega (lunar)
ritory of Yakutia, the months, each named according to the tradiJeff Dyrek, member of the 2002 and 2003 North Pole expeditions (and coldest documented tional activity at the given time. For example,
proud APS member), in front of the mammoth tusk collection in the
settlement on Earth, Gobchon-Bega means hunting moon, SyruKhatanga ice tunnel.
is known as the “Pole Bega is reindeer buck moon, Keta-Bega is the
s we continue the series about the of the Cold," where the mercury commonly salmon moon, and Sigal-Bega is the moon of
indigenous peoples of the North, drops to -70°C.
hunger.
this article will introduce one of
Still following their traditional nomadic
As among the Yakut, the Dolgan people
the lesser known groups of central Siberia, lifestyles, the Dolgans are reindeer breeders greatly revered storytellers. They particuspecifically the Dolgans.
and hunters, living in baloks which are small larly favored animal tales that told about the
The Russian North—or Rossiyskiy Sever, rectangular structures covered with reindeer origins of the different clans. The Creator
extends across a distance of 6,000 km from skins. At 3 by 4 meters in size, they are just Mother of the Dolgans was Mammoth—
the border of Finland all the way to the Ber- large enough to fit on sleds that are pulled Heli. According to the myth, the world was
ing Strait and the Pacific Ocean. It encom- by up to six pairs of reindeer as their own- originally very small, mostly covered by wapasses vast areas of taiga (boreal forests), ers travel across
ter with insufficient land
tundra (treeless wetlands and pasture lands), the vast tundra in
on which to pasture the
and polar deserts. Siberia, which is just one search of new pasreindeer. So the people
region within this zone, alone covers nearly turing locations. A
complained to Heli. The
70 percent of the territory of the Russian Fed- balok houses an enMammoth
wandered
eration, which speaks to its vastness.
tire family. Inside
about in the water and
Approximately 20 million people in- each balok there are
found Dzhabdar, the Serhabit this expansive area, 180,000 of them two or three beds,
pent, and persuaded her
belonging to the 40-some different aborig- a table and a wood
to help dry the world and
inal groups—the indigenous peoples of the stove, yet even with
create more land. Heli
Russian North. The majority of them live the stove burning
then plunged her tusks
in small villages close to their subsistence wood at full capacinto the sediment under
areas where they still pursue traditional ity, the interior temthe water and brought
occupations like reindeer husbandry, hunt- perature of these
up clay, sand and stones.
ing and fishing.
movable huts rarely
These became the mounTaymyr Peninsula indicated in red..
Coastal cultures inhabit areas with sig- rises above 15°C in Cartographer: Hugo Ahlenius, UNEP/
tains and the cliffs. The
nificant sea mammals (walrus, whales, seals), mid-winter.
Serpent then wriggled
GRID-Arendal
particularly along the shores of the Bering Sea.
For
toddlers,
into the new formations,
River cultures are more prevalent in the Far the Dolgans use sled-cradles that are placed creating rivers which dried out the land. This
East. The tundra and taiga cultures, however, amongst the reindeer which provide welcome story is perhaps why the mammoth is still
are more widespread and occur throughout warmth. During the winter, the Dolgans wear considered to be the sacred beast. However,
the Russian North as a result of their nomadic thick overcoats, made from reindeer hides it is the real woolly mammoth of the last Ice
or semi-nomadic subsistence lifestyles as they combined with other skins such as Arctic Age that thousands of years after its extincfollow their reindeer. One such Siberian tribe fox, and beautifully decorated with intricate tion still helps these indigenous tribes earn a
is the Dolgans, its population estimated to be beaded geometric designs. Applied art in- living.
little more than 7,000. Anthropologically, they cludes mammoth bone carving and embroiToday, as do all other indigenous peoples
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mammoths and woolly rhinos. Finding these
bones is not at all unusual for the nomadic native people of the region. Roaming the land
with their reindeer herds, they often come
across partial skeletons.
In some areas of the Taymyr, due to the
rapid thawing and breakup of the permafrost,
the bones pop up to the surface at every few
meters. Recent bans on elephant ivory turned
Japanese and Chinese markets toward fossilized mammoth ivory for which private collectors and institutions will pay generously
for the best specimens. Russian traders pay
$8–$156 per kg of mammoth bone, but curled
tusks, some up to 5 meters (15 ft) in length,
are the most highly priced specimens. If
lucky enough to locate good quality bones,
a Dolgan can earn as much as $7,800 in just
one day, the equivalent of one year’s income
by conventional means.
Still, it is the Russian traders themselves
who make most of the money since private
collectors will pay up to $20,000 for a well
preserved mammoth tusk. A complete skull
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Dolgan ceremonial boots with bead
decoration.

in excellent condition
is valued at $30,000,
while an entire reconstructed mammoth
skeleton can fetch between $150,000 and
$250,000.
Although the remains of many mammoths have been
discovered, none has
excited the public's
imagination like Siberia's “Jarkov Mammoth.” Its massive
tusks were found in
frozen ice block containing the remains of the Jarkov Mammoth. Its
1997 by the 9-year- The
tusks were reattached during excavation and transport, as insisted upon
old boy of the Dolgan by the Dolgan elders as a way of paying respect to its spirit and to guard
family, Jarkov. This against a potential curse.
mammoth was determined to be about 47 years old when it died vide significant scientific data.
almost 20,400 years ago after getting stuck in
Scientists attending a conference held
thick clay at the bottom of a pond.
shortly thereafter in Rotterdam declared that
A French mammoth-hunter, Bernard the Khatanga ice tunnels, with their constant
Buigues, spearheaded the project to recover temperature of -11°C to -15°C, were the best
the Jarkov Mammoth. In September, 1999, in- place to keep these late Pleistocene faunal retroducing a new technique, the CERPOLEX/ mains in the optimum state of preservation
Mammuthus team excavated a huge block of for future research (radiocarbon dating, DNA
frozen sediment that likely contained the re- extraction and sequencing research) such as
mains of the mammoth. This 23-ton block of the Woolly Mammoth Genome Project inipermafrost was successfully airlifted by an tiated by Penn State University. The ethical
MI 26 helicopter and placed in a sectioned off ramifications of the possibilities aside, if only
portion of the underground network of ser- Michael Crichton could have stayed with us
vice tunnels in Khatanga, about 250 km south long enough, he might have witnessed the
of the locality (Bolshaya Balakhnya River) first example of cloning that could yield a
where the Jarkov Mammoth had been discov- real live representation of his Jurassic Park
ered. The goal of the team was to defrost the storyline, thereby removing the “fiction”
frozen block in the safety of the ice tunnel and from “science fiction.”
to extract and document data from the sediLet us hope that the Dolgans—who, along
ment as well as from the mammoth’s remains. with their fellow indigenous groups that still
In following field campaigns, the team inhabit the Arctic North, continue to rely on
collected thousands more fossil bones at sev- their unbelievable endurance and fight tenaeral other localities on the Taymyr Peninsu- ciously for their cultural survival—do not
la. Another block of ice, weighing approxi- follow in the muddy footsteps of the woolly
mately 1,100 kg, containing a hind section mammoth into extinction. o
of the Fishhook Mammoth, was
brought to the same ice tunnel
for further study. This block was
cleaned in the summer of 2000.
Part of the skeleton was still in
anatomical position, and among
other bones, six vertebrae thoracalis, two vertebrae lumbalis,
and 16 ribs were exposed. It became clear that some of the soft
tissue had been preserved inside
this block of frozen sediment, including remains of the stomach
and its contents which could pro- Dolgan herder and his balok surrounded by reindeer.
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of the Arctic, the Dolgans face environmental issues in their remote North. The nickel,
copper and cobalt factories of Norilsk are
contaminating the regions traditionally relied
upon for reindeer husbandry, and overhunting is decimating the last herds of wild reindeer as many Dolgans turned from herding
to hunting. The increased use of snowmobiles
in the tundra is an added factor of pollution
and human pressure on the pristine environment. All of these relatively new conditions
are forcing the people to seek new sources of
income and livelihood.
As a result of climate change, warming temperatures are exposing the fossilized
bones of valuable prehistoric fauna such as

